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Journey Towards Abstraction  
 

The Clyfford Still Museum located in Denver’s bustling art district serves as a 

magnificent time capsule to the artistic development and achievements of one of the 

grandest pioneers of Abstract Expressionism during it’s era (c.1950). To Clyfford Still 

being a painter was not just an occupation or hobby he enjoyed; it was his way of life. 

Around 1920 Still began to seriously pursue painting, originally producing fairly 

traditional representations of landscape, portraiture, and nature, which was directly 

influenced by his childhood in rural North Dakota and residency in the West at the time. 1 

From pictorial representation to Abstract Expressionist work, his experiences in the 

expansive environment of the western frontier would infiltrate each canvas. At the early 

stages of his career, Still made it evident that he wanted each viewer to respond 

individually to his work, which is predominantly why his canvases are stripped of 

conventional titles. Still strongly believed that when looking at his painting one should 

“be on his own looking to the state of his own soul”.2 (Anfam) A transcendental, 

emotional, and contemplative personal experience for the viewer is what the artist 

intrinsically aimed for when presenting bodies of work. Over the span of many decades 

until his death in 1980, Clyfford Still lead an incredible artistic career and legacy today, 

comprised of early naturalistic representations, to pictorial semi-abstraction, to his 

ultimate mastering of “color field” painting and complete expressionistic abstraction.    
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Throughout the 1920s until late 1930s, Clyfford Still created quite traditional 

pictorial representations of landscape and nature, as well as the human body. Some of his 

earliest works are charcoal sketches on paper that relate directly to the body, specifically 

shown in PD-102 (1932) and PD-24 (1932). The former is a very naturalistic depiction of 

the human skull, while the latter is a sketch of a voluptuous nude woman situated on a 

stool. Both compositions appear reminiscent of realistic study drawings, so therefore it is 

possible to assume that the subjects were in the presence of Still during their creation.  

Right before the emergence of WWII (c. 1935), the artist began experimenting 

with simplified abstraction of pictorial representation and slowly ventured towards a 

more expressionist style of painting. Characterized by their somber tone and landscape 

scenery, these works reveal the physical and emotional effects of hard labor on the 

human individual. Rejecting the pictorial traditions instilled by European art, Still’s 

human figures and surroundings become distinctly blurred and distorted. It is at this point 

in his career that Clyfford Still initially steps into the worlds of abstraction and 

expressionism. A prime example of such works includes PH-80 (1935); a close-up 

presentation of four emaciated and exhausted figures after a hard day’s work on the 

frontier. Three men and one woman are presented, their limbs and bodies drooping, as if 

their physical appearance is synonymous to their emotional, tiresome state of mind.   

Although many think of Jackson Pollock or Mark Rothko as leaders of the 

American abstract movement, it was Clyfford Still who first explored what is now known 

as Abstract Expressionism by the late 1930s and early 1940s. It is at this period of time 

when Still started to explore the qualities of empty space and color, primarily executed by 

oil paint on small-scale paper. Over the course of the 1940s, Still’s compositions would 



increase in canvas size and emphasis of pure color. There are countless paintings by the 

artist during this dramatic transitional period, including PH-118 (1947) as a brief 

example. Expressive application of primarily black oil, accompanied by red, yellow, and 

white are scattered across the canvas. In this painting in particular, like many others, Still 

greatly emphasizes the purity of the blank off-white canvas that dominates the overall 

composition. His unique style would immediately influence a younger generation of 

painters during his teaching position at Washington State University (1946-1950). 3 

During the early years of the 1950s, Clyfford Still made a brief relocation to New 

York from the west, surrounded by his contemporaries Mark Rothko, Jackson Pollock, 

Willem de Kooning, Barnett Newman, Robert Motherwell and Franz Kline. This group 

of male artists became in association with the New York School of Abstract 

Expressionism, although Still eschewed himself from the title as such. Qualities within 

Still’s influential work would become shared with other Abstract Expressionists—“the 

increasing size of the paintings, a penchant for chromatic fields, the idea of the picture as 

somehow ‘alive’, and the search for the sublime.” (Anfam) In addition, unlike his many 

contemporaries, Clyfford Still chose to formulate his artistic processes independently on 

the west coast, away from those interacting in New York City.  

Throughout the next three decades until his death in 1980, Still would once again 

move back and forth from the rural west and eventually to Maryland (c.1960). It was 

during the mature years of his career that his abstract expressionist style would ultimately 

skyrocket. Implied movement became even more vivid, canvas size grew to massive 

proportions, and complete emphasis on pigment. These works are comprised of jagged, 
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hard edge fields of color, applied thickly to the canvas with a palette knife and brush. One 

example of these large-scale abstract works is PH-929 (1974), which is on view at the 

Clyfford Still Museum. This monstrous canvas predominantly consists of black and white 

pigment, with random blotches of other tones in yellow, red, blue and purple. A painting 

like this needs to be seen in person to really grasp the understanding of the work and the 

artist himself. As one stands in front of this piece, the canvas dominates their field of 

vision. The dramatic tones of color become overwhelming, creating a sense of anxiety 

and insecurity. Another example that exemplifies his distinct Abstract Expressionist style 

is PH-1049 (1977). Although this painting shares similar compositional elements and 

size, PH-1049 is much more playful in color and reverts back to Still’s prior use of empty 

space on the canvas. Yellow, orange, red, and white pigments are situated lighter in touch 

than his works during the 1950s and 1960s.  

Throughout the span of nearly sixty years, Clyfford Still’s work would drastically 

transform from a realistic pictorial style to full Abstract Expressionistic, making history 

and influencing artists along the way. Regardless of how different his paintings visually 

changed over time into pure color fields, the expansiveness of landscape, nature, and the 

human condition would remain infiltrated into the canvas. Still wanted his works to 

connect with the viewer, to evoke internal contemplation and an overall transcendental 

experience. Clyfford Still created a countless array of paintings through out his artistic 

career that remain in archives and museums today, all of which hold their own unique 

inner discoveries.  


